
War Diary of Herbert R. Schwartz 

 
Note: Changes include inserting paragraphs, spelling and some punctuation for clarity. 

Excerpts having to do with personal items such as letter-writing and some visits with 

friends have been omitted, as well as more explicit sexual content. The rare racist tone is 

an example of the way many people thought in those times. 

 

June 14 to 16  

I already like Scotland but felt sorta lost so far away from home. I got a thrill and I knew 

now that I was in the ETO – P-47 pilots who had finished their missions buzzed the fields 

and missed treetops by only a few feet. They did all kinds of stunts, things that were not 

allowed in the States. Also saw Spitfires buzz the field, a real sight to see – hot pilots 

indeed.  

 

Loafed around until about 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. we were loaded on trucks and drove 40 

miles to Glasgow, Scotland where we were to board a train for Stone [England]. Our train 

did not leave until 11:00 so we had four hours to see Glasgow. We walked all thru 

downtown. It reminded me of the cities in the U.S. Fine clothing stores, etc. …here is 

where I saw things in society that I never knew prevailed—Women were so forward that 

they would stop you on the street and you could not get rid of them, that that I wanted 

to—horniest bunch of females I have ever seen…Here I saw something I never thought 

existed: We were walking thru town with 2 girls we picked up and passed a negro soldier 

with a beautiful white girl. I was amazed and I asked my girlfriend what was up. She 

called them “American Indians” and said that they dated the Scotch girls quite often. 

Evidently some Negro told them the “American Indian” rumor and it had spread 

throughout Scotland. I was with another boy who was a “Rebel” and he wanted to throw 

rocks at this Negro. Was he ever burned up. Later learned from 2 Am. merchant marines 

that these girls were putting out to the Negroes or so-called Am. Indians and this just 

about floored me. These girls were hard-up. They have had their men removed for 5 

years now. 

 

Having little time left before I caught my train, I took my friend home having done very 

little material good for myself. 

 

June 15-20 

Stone, England: It was a pretty base but just a replacement center. While our visit there, 

we were orientated and sent to the “sack.” We later found out that we would be eligible 

for s--- details and KP. This was all I had to hear. We [had been] told [in the States] that 

this did not prevail overseas, but learned differently. They were short of men, so short 

that officers were having to do K.P. I went to 1st Sgt. and asked for a clerical job so as to 

escape these details. I got it and worked in the general offices. Did very little of anything 

but I drew no details that all the other men did.  Shows were available every night and 

Wacs were to be had.  

 

Ran into Tarber [most likely S/Sgt John A Tarbert, waist gunner on the Hautman crew, 

KIA on the Kassel Mission] and some other acquaintances of mine. We went to town one 



night and that was enough  for me. Had to walk four miles to town and four miles back 

and by time you reached town, you were too tired to do anything. Town consisted of 

about five blocks. No stores were open. In fact, nothing was opened but about 5 pubs and 

here one could drink beer and ale. I drank but didn’t enjoy the ale very much.  

 

Girls were plentiful and wild as hell but they all appeared to me to have V.D. so I laid off. 

W had a nice time but returned early. Scenery was beautiful here and we had an 

opportunity to chat with several Limies. 

 

 

June 20-21 

Left Stone, England and were headed for Ireland. There were about 12 of us, five officers 

and seven enlisted men. We went to Stoke, Eng to Crueve (?) Eng to Stafford, Eng. To 

Stanrear, Scotland to Belfast, Ireland to Warren Point, Ire., our destination. We had stop-

overs at all these towns, changed trains twice before we reach[ed] Scotland. We had a 

fairly nice ride, part of the time in private compartment trains and rest of our trip in 1st 

class chair cars. After our second change of trains, we boarded a train to take us directly 

to Stanrear. On this train, only officers were allowed to travel in 1st class cars, so we 

removed our blouses and I wore a dress coat belonging to a Lt. who was traveling with 

us, so we consequently rode 1st class. I sat opposite an English major who was returning 

from Southern Eng. Where he was investigation the robot (pilotless, self-propelled) 

airplane which was bombing Eng. Quite frequently. We learned that these planes were 

operated by automatic pilot once they left the ground and did not travel on a beam.  

 

Outside of playing poker, I passed the time talking to the major. It was quite interesting. I 

saw his eyes gleam after I flashed a pack of gum and I offered him a package of gum & 

he took it.” After the train, there was a 3 hour boat ride to Belfast. “I did have a talk with 

a Canadian and English sailor. I love their accents.” From [there, we] took a truck to 

another train station.  

 

We were all traveling under sealed orders and they stated to report to C.O. at Warren 

Point upon arrival. “Upon Arrival’ caught our eyes, so we missed our 1:00 train and 

caught the next rain at 7:00. spent six hours in Belfast and had a damn good time. I joined 

a boy by the name of Jones traveling with us and we toured Belfast together. We walked 

about 50 yards away form the “Great Northern” station and the 1st Irishman I came in 

contact with was a 6 yr. old boy and he came up to me and his first words were, “Sgt., 

there is [a] girl over here who would like to lay up with you.”  I was astonished but now I 

knew I was going to like Ireland & Belfast in particular. I naturally went over to talk to 

this girl – quite pretty- quite young (18 yrs.). Believe it or not, she was not a prostitute 

and so we got acquainted… 

 

On leave in London with the Heitz crew:  We went to the “tube station” or subway…It 

was here that I began to hold a great deal of respect for the English people. Due to 

“doodlebugs,” people were packed on the cold cement floor sleeping in the subway. It 

was really pathetic – they claimed it was worst than the London Blitz and it was a 

dangerous place to be. Many of children had been evacuated from London. London was 



hard-hit – much damage was done and many were left homeless. England really knew a 

war was on.  

 

We got out of the subway and started walking towards the Regent Palace Hotel. Here I 

saw my 1st robot. It went right over our heads – sounded like a P-51 buzzing the field. It 

had fire coming from its bottom- it landed about 2 blocks away and I was almost knocked 

off my feet. We covered our faces in case of flying glass. I t was an ungodly noise and 

now I knew what the Eng. Were going through. I heard many of these robots during my 

stay.  

 

We reached the hotel and rented 3 rooms, one for each couple. Regent Palace as nice as it 

was, was nothing but a hangout for the Piccadilly Commandos,” a very famous bunch of 

girls in London, all very beautiful and all were prostitutes. Several confronted me. They 

charge from 4 to 6 pounds per night. They were as thick as flies. 

 

Return from first leave: I was worried about being late when I ran into five more 

members of my crew. They were also late. We had seats all the way back [on the train], 

lucky, as stations were mobbed with people. We arrived at Tivetshall [railroad junction 

neighboring Tibenham] and a horse and wagon taxi carried us right to our barracks and 

was signed in and  no one said a word about being late. Picked my mail up and answered 

it, shot the bull with the boys and retired after a wonderful week-end.  

 

July 11  
 

Heitz crew flew a rough mission 2750 gallons, without Schwartz. He went down to the 

line to “sweat them in;” one wing had 5 flak holes in it.  

 

One of the crews sleeping right next to us did not come back. However, we all believe 

they had an engine shot out and landed in Switzerland, where they will be interned for the 

duration. Their personal articles were sent home and everything else was split up between 

the boys. Had they been shot down (we still are not sure), I would not have taken 

anything, but they all looked forward to hitting Switz. I got a leather jacket, garrison hat, 

a 45 cal., a pr shoes & several smaller articles. Every boy took what he wanted as officers 

told us to. Supply keeps them if we don’t. I like to believe they are in Switzerland. WE 

will know soon. We were all quiet and retired for the evening as the radio played Am. 

music from Ger. broadcast – all good music comes from Ger. along with much 

propaganda. They lambaste the Jewish people daily.”  

 

We were happy that we did not have to fly. Munich was no fun—scared the hell out of 

me. No fighter opposition met in several days here. Our briefings are quite detailed. We 

know where to expect flak & any fighters. If S-2 (Intelligence) is on the ball, the raid will 

be a success. Our Intelligence here is quite good. We usually are routed so we miss much 

flak.   

 

Spent the night in the barracks visiting, writing and playing cards. Many of the boys are 

on pass. One of the boys who we believe to be in Switzerland, left his bicycle behind. I 



ride about 8 miles on a day to and fro from chow, to operations and all over. Late last 

night, I was called with the crew [not officers] to go on guard. We expected same, so no 

one was surprised. It was a pretty nice night. Watson and I guarded the entrance to 

“Piccadilly lane” where there were 8 ships. Our pass word – “Blue Bed.” We used to be 

able to sit in ships, one guards while the other sacks it. Rules were changed and now we 

all have to be alert. Our orders: anyone not knowing pass word, bring in or shoot if 

necessary. No monkey business over here. 

 

July 13 

 

About 1 A M, they brought us coffee, cheese and peanut butter sandwiches. We were 

released at 4 when ground crew chief came out to the ship. Got a ride back to the 

barracks and hit the “sack.”  

 

…Our ships were at Saarbrucken, Germany. It was a milk run as compared to the Munich 

raids. We lost one ship from the 445th however very few went down.  Though I was not 

on the raid, boys said flak was a 1000 yards below & 200 yards to the right of the 

formation. This is due to chaff thrown out by the crews to throw the radar system off. 

2300 gal – 5000 lbs of bombs – weather nice. Target was destroyed-mission 

accomplished. We saw pictures of target before and after; S-2 controls these pictures. 

Cameras are on every ship to take pictures of the bombings. 

 

Have been running around like wild but use the bicycle most of the time.  Went to show 

with Homer [Harrison] and [most likely Fabian Mack, Radio Operator on the Heitz crew] 

Mack last night, then came back to quarters and played a little pinochle with Teddy 

[Kennelly] and Burns, both new acquaintances. Boys here are all very nice. No such 

thing as missing anything. We can leave anything lying around. Also no such thing as 

military courtesy. A Lt. Col. came in last night and boys continued to play cards – no one 

called attention so neither did I. This is the army life I like. We are quite independent. 

 

July 14 

Schwartz: “Both days [?] were “Stand Downs” which means that no flight plan was up 

for the next day. Received two letters…My hopes of seeing my brother are now ended. 

Leslie moved from Andover to Northern France and now is in the thick of the battle. I 

worry about him and hope he comes out on top. We spent time in listening to the radio, 

playing cards, writing and reading. Heard Jack Benny, Burns & Allen, etc. Feels good to 

hear programs from the States.  

 

July 15 

About 1:00 today, our quarters were a madhouse. One crew came back from a 48 hr. pass 

and they had from 32 to 34 missions. Our Sqd. Operations officer had told them they 

were checked out of combat. How I did envy them. They held the Air Medal  & D.F.C. 

They were going to the Ferry Command for 90 days & then home on a furlough. They 

brought five quarts of whiskey from London and insisted we all help them drink it. We 

all had several drinks and everyone was feeling good. [2 names omitted] went to  the 



hospital today with “Clap.” They got it in London. I sure am sweating it out however. I 

am usually pretty careful. ----- was actually ashamed of himself and when we kidded him 

about it, [I don’t] think he liked it very much. Was going to a USO show tonight, but am 

pretty tired.  

 

We saw a B-24 buzzing the field today. One crew had completed their missions 

and…wanted everyone to know it. So far A-20, P-38, P-47, P-51, B-24, B-17, C-47, B-

26, Mosquitoes and Spitfires have buzzed here. Exciting to watch them. Our barracks has 

curtains on every window as we practice blackouts nightly. Every boy has pictures of 

beautiful women all over, many nude drawings. This keeps our morale up and as one 

buddy says as he points to the picture of the nude girls, “That’s what I am fighting for.” 

[Note: life force] I have no complaints of the treatment here.  

 

Saw “Deacon,” Heitz, Leary and Vedera today – a good bunch of boys. Though I am 

content, I miss my family. Wish I were with them all tonight. Until tomorrow… 

 

July 16 

Gathered all my flying equipment together and put it in my locker at Operations. The 

boys yesterday went to Saarbrucken and I was scheduled to fly with my original crew as 

[a replacement]. I was to fly as 1st engineer but my name was scrubbed as I have not been 

checked out as a 1st engineer. I plan to get checked out of possible as it will mean a 

higher rating. I am classified as an “extra” since I have not been assigned to another crew. 

Most of the extras are Sperry ball [turret] men and since they have removed the balls, I 

will stay as an “extra” or until they compile new crews. They are short of pilots and 

navigators in the squadron. Several boys in my barracks are also extras and we all hope to 

be stationed with a permanent crew.  

 

July 17 

Got our rations today. We got a special treat—a box of candy, 4 bars, 4 packs of 

cookies—unusual & had to sweat out a line for an hour. Am on gun cleaning detail today. 

Other men clean our guns after a mission & we clean theirs in return as we are really tired 

after flying so long on oxygen.  

 

Weather past few days has been terrific. Just like summer at home and we have to keep 

all the windows open. Usually sleep well here. Instead of mattresses, we use biscuit 

covers – 3 of them make up a mattress. Our mess hall is nice. We eat off private tables 

for 1st time and use real plates & cups. We use our own silverware & keep our canteens 

full in the barracks. Usually get in lots of exercise as we walk quite a bit. Field is spread 

out. Back of our barracks is a large wheat field—cows roaming around & we see farmers 

cultivate his crops. Eng. Is pretty. Our field is surrounded by farm land.” P. 135 

 

July 18 

The boys went to Caen, France today in direct support of the Allied troops. I arose late, 

showered, shaved, and ate chow. I went up to operations and saw that a second mission 

was going to be flown [today]. I felt kinda funny having no missions to my credit so I 

volunteered to fly on the second mission. I was placed on Lt. Smith’s crew and after 



getting all my equipment ready, went to chow. During chow, the Capt. Came in and 

announced that the mission was “scrubbed” (called off) so I came back to the barracks. 

Was quite peeved, as the suspense of these first missions is getting me nervous and 

shaky. I am really sweating them out. I would like to get on a permanent crew as I have 

not flown with my original crew since the removal of the ball turrets. I am beginning to 

appreciate my religion. Over here, we all turn to religion to help us and I read my Bible 

for Jewish soldiers. Just went back to operations and note I am due to fly a mission with 

Lt. Smith in the morning in ship 166, one of the newest in the sqd. I wrote folks, said this 

would be a red letter day, but if I fly in the morning, that it will be my red letter day. Also 

note: I made STAFF Sgt. today.  

 

19 July 

1st Mission Yes, today was my first mission. It has been a long, exciting and nerve 

wracking day. Awaken at 12:45, chowing at 1:30 and attending briefing at 1:45. Our 

target was deep into German territory [Airfield in Leipheim, 50 miles NW of Munich] 

2750 gallons meant a long and rough mission. I was scared and nervous but after 

reaching the air, I got over it. I volunteered to fly it.  

 

I did not fly with my old crew but with Lt. Smith, a damn good pilot and his crew had all 

the way from 30-34 missions and this was the last combat mission for 2 of the men. Our 

copilot was Lt Peters? And our navigator, Lt. Abraham. Glass was the radio man and I 

was to fly the tail turret for the 1st time in the air. I knew how to operate it but still was 

not too familiar with the turret as I was the ball. I got out to the ship early, checked her 

over and made sure everything was all right. We took off at 4:45. I was quite excited. Got 

acquainted with the crew and we were on our way. I was so excited that I forgot to 

[hook]securely the jacket of my heated suit to my heated pants so I got no heat on the 

entire mission in my pants or in my heated shoes as the circuit was broken. I had to keep 

my feet in constant motion to keep from getting frostbitten. I was lucky that the mission 

was now [not?] flown at high altitude.  

 

Flew at 18,000 and bombed at 16,000. p.139 . We spent about 2 hrs. forming and then 

crossed the Channel into enemy territory. This took only a few minutes. We were to pick 

up P-38 and P-51 escorts about 150 miles after we reached the enemy coast. Holland and 

Germany are both beautiful countries. It is too bad that we are all not at peace so people 

could enjoy same. We reached our target at about 9:40 and though we met only light 

inaccurate flak on the target, heavy concentrations of accurate flak was encountered to & 

from the target. We threw out a bunch of “chaff” to throw the guns by radar off. Having 

those escorts is like someone handing you a million dollars. They keep pursuits away 

from the bombers.  

 

I was in the tail turret and thus in a position to see a great deal which I report to the 

navigator and he in turn gives it to S-2. I could see our escorts at 5:00 high and I felt a 

little safer but I reported two unidentified pursuits at 6:00 level about 1200 yards off. 

They were following our formations & we never know what kind of ships they were. 

However believed it was part of the Luftwaffe, which we have not encountered in some 



time. They never came into range, and if they did, there were at least 20 guns trained on 

them. I thought them to be FW-189.  

 

I was really loaded down. Had on my Mae West, a parachute harness on top of it and a 35 

lb flak suit on top of the harness. I was on oxygen, had a flying helmet on && a flak 

helmet on top of it. The sight was high & quite hard to see. Did ? have much room to 

move around & it was quite inconvenient & damn cold. I didn’t even close the door on 

the turret.  

 

I saw my target & we really bombed the hell out of it. We spotted 9 aircraft on the field. 

It was believed to be a mfg place for jet-propelled planes. Flak before we reached the 

target was accurate & was about 5:30 level about 50 yards from us. It scared me but I got 

over it. Was in the form of black puffs. Also saw white puffs of flak at other places as 

well as several barrage balloons, a military camp and mfg. district. All this was reported 

to S-2. There were hundreds of bombers & they really looked good after forming with the 

aid of red & green flares. We were flying  next to Heitz’s ship and our targets were the 

same. We lost no ships out of our group but I saw the group behind us fly right thru a 

bunch of concentrated flak.  

 

I test-fired my guns over the Channel but didn’t use it.  

 

Harrison was the victim of a freak accident during the mission. Tail gunner  in ship in 

front of him charged a live round out of his gun. It penetrated Home’s turret & hit him in 

his head—knocked him out. Scared the hell out of him. I always said that I would take a 

change of pants on my 1st mission but forgot them today.   

 

July 20 

2nd Mission  Gotha, Germany  Awakened at 3:45, we proceeded to chow and to a 

4:30 briefing. We learned that our target was Gotha, Ger. This news was not too good as 

Gotha is a rough mission. At Gotha, there is a large Messerschmitt 109 assembly plant 

and field and this was our target. I learned after briefing that I was put on  Lt. Smith’s 

crew and would remain with him until he finished his missions. Lt Peters, our copilot, 

flew his last mission today and I learned that Brenner, an H.P. was to be our new copilot. 

Knox, our left waist gunner has only one more mission. Teddy Kennelly from Ill., a damn 

nice boy and a new acquaintance of mine will take Knox’s place on the waist. Rest of the 

crew consists of Lt. Abraham, navigator-bombardier, Panconi, our other waist gunner, 

Glass, radio operator, Gobot, engineer and H. Morris, our nose gunner. Smith has 26 in, 

Panconi 21, Kennedy 13, Abraham & Glass, 8 and Morris 1. All in all, it is a pretty good 

crew. Though Smith is a small man, he is a damn good pilot.  

 

Back to our mission: I put on my flying clothes after briefing and took off for ship 166 

[42-110-166 came in July 17, 1944 moved to N 701 out April 25, 1945], one of the 

newest & best in the sqd with only 4 missions to her credit. I checked my guns & turrets 

and they were in working order and then proceeded to check my heated suit as I had so 

much trouble with it on my 1st mission. She did not work so I went back to Operations 

and got another one. This one worked. 1st take off was at 7:15, last take off at 8:15 in 45” 



[second] intervals and at 9:15 we would complete forming and hit the channel reaching 

our target at 11:18—and back to enemy coast at 12:42. Our timings are exact and we 

usually keep them to the minute. We formed up and it looked like we were one ship in 

hundreds. In the tail turret, I was in a position to see practically everything. Sky was 

filled with Libs.  

 

We knew we would have good fighter support as the last Gotha raid cost the 8th Air Force 

60 bombers, 13 of them being in the 445th. This was most bombers our group had ever 

lost so you knew why I was scared. Our escorts were P-47, P-51, and P-38 and we were 

to pick them up as soon as we hit the enemy coast. P-47 and P-51 would carry us to the 

target and P-38 over the target & then Mustangs and Thunderbolts would carry us back 

with aid of the Lightnings. We flew the mission and I was flying “tail end Charlie” in 

“purple heart corner” in upper right position and since we did expect the Luftwaffe, we 

were in one of the most pregnable positions to be hit by fighters.  I felt relieved though as 

4 beautiful P-38 were flying at 5:pp high and would stand as our protection in case of 

attack. I saw fighters somewhere the complete mission – we were taking no chances on 

this mission as last Gotha raid cost us plenty of trouble.  

 

I was really in a position, my right gun  froze up and only my left gun was working as I 

was really sweating it out. My left glove shorted out and I had my heated suit on 22 volts 

and still was cold. The tail turret is really a cold position and when all my equipment is 

on, I can’t close the turret down so when turret is moved in azimuth? Too far, we are in 

“slip stream” and it is plenty  rough and cold.  My oxygen mask was caked with ice and I 

was really cold. Wearing that flak suit for 6 hrs really wears you out.  

 

Heavy flak was met before, after and on the target. It was as a rule not too accurate but I 

did see the group behind us fly right thru 100 puffs of black flak at 6:00. Also saw one 

ship in that group get separated. Lt Heitz flying “Blasted Event” boarded [aborted] as he 

had an oil leak and also  saw 4 B-17’s board [abort] and turn back. 

 

The most exciting or rather dangerous position we were in. We sprung an oxygen leak 

and though we were still 1 ½ hrs. away from the target. Our oxygen dropped from 425 to 

210 lbs & we were really low. Our leak was stopped and we knew we had enough oxygen 

to reach the target but were not sure whether we had enough to reach the coast or not. 

Pilot asked us if we wanted to turn back and we  all left it up to him so he proceeded on 

to the target. Lt Peters  who had 1 more mission and Knox who had 2 more missions 

were really sweating it out.  

 

During the mission, I noticed a stray B-24 flying with our group but his insignia showed 

that he was in another group. I had heard of B-24’s that have been captured by the 

Germans and flown in our formations so I kept a close eye on this B-24. She found her 

group evidently as she disappeared before we made our bombing run. We saw German 

pursuits at the west end of our target the air field. Our target was a large assembly hangar 

and we got her and group behind us took care of the planes. Our mission was a success, 

our whole group returned. 

 



July 21    
Two ships collided with each other and fell to the ground in flight. [Schwartz did not fly, 

awaited ships, but group returned early due to weather] Williams crew has not come 

back. Will wait for the reports to come in on her. Believe one crew has landed in 

England. Heitz’s crew said that flak was inaccurate and light due to bad weather. 

[Update:] All crews have finally arrived after a tough battle with the weather.  

 

July 22 

1st Lt Christal [or Christie] walked in, asked for Schwartz and I was so glad to see him. 

He had driven down in a jeep with his driver and I learned that he stationed only 18 miles 

from me.  

 

It was a wonderful reunion…is still the same boy whom I chummed around with as a 

civilian…but he brought some very bad news with him. One of my most beloved friends, 

Gene Noone…is now reported missing in action. I can not express the shock and feeling I 

had. I have been a friend of Gene’s for 16 yrs. We lived, schooled and mingled together 

constantly. As I sit and look at his 2 pictures I have of him hung on the wall and think 

about our past get-togethers, what he stood for etc., I refuse to believe he is given up as 

lost. I wrote his parents just yesterday and told them how I knew their son would come 

out on top. My parents and his parents tried to withhold the bad news [from Schwartz that 

Gene was MIA] but believe I would rather have known…Gene had completed some 18 

missions & just a few days before I had heard from him. He was in my estimation an 

ideal American boy—nice looking, good personality, lots of nerve and daring, smart and 

a hit with all whom he came in contact with. Also learned that Bob Krutcher has been 

missing. I did not know Bob too well but did see him upon his graduation from cadets…I 

can not imagine my friends as missing or passed on for some reason. I went to church 

services and said a little prayer for Gene, Bob, my brother now in France.  

 

An exciting day, my two closest acquaintances – one only 18 miles away and the other 

missing in action. I am now awaiting the particulars and hoping for the best. May God 

help these boys and bring them home safely if possible.    

 

July 23 

We were to fly at 1:00 so they gold us but take-off was moved up to 3:00. Ted Kennelly, 

a new acquaintance 7 good friend of mine was placed on my crew. He today was flying 

in Panconi’s place at right waist & Knox at left waist was on his last mission. Lt Brainard 

from Palm Beach, Fla is our new copilot since Lt. Peters finished. We could not see our 

target but were told our results were good. Ted helps me with my flak suit on when we 

hit the Channel which is a great aid to me.  

 

We were over enemy territory for 2 hrs. Formed & flew at 22, 000--plenty cold. Forming 

takes from 2 to 3 hrs.  * if it were not for forming, our missions would be a good deal 

shorter. Was glad to see Knox finish. His crew met him at the ship and they too were glad 

for him. Our target was bombed from above the overcast by Pathfinder equipment. 

Mission not as dangerous as I had expected. Could not sleep. 

 



July 24  

After laying in bed for 2 hrs. and not sleeping, we were awakened for another mission at 

1:10. ..for a 4:00 take off. At 4:00, operations came out and said nothing would be doing 

until 7:00 so Teddy & I went back to bed at the barracks and slept until 8:00 when we 

were awakened and said we would take-off at 9:00… 

Ran up engines, then heard pilot shut them off and I thought mission had been scrubbed. 

It hadn’t. Our No. 3 engine prop governor was out so line maintenance immediately 

installed a new one & we took off late to reach our ships forming above. We could tell 

our group from a distance as lead ships throw out red & green flares for identification 

purposes. We caught our group. It was to be a 4 ½ hr. mission…We were to be in enemy 

territory only about 3 minutes as we were flying in direct support of ground troops and 

would come back along coast of  Cherbourg held by our forces.  

There was a low overcast but we could see a little over the target. It was a maximum 

efficiency [effort]  mission & there were many ships on the mission. We reached our 

target but could not drop our bombs. We could not see too well due to the cloud & fog & 

could not afford to drop bombs as we were afraid we would hit our own troops. Flak was 

concentrated pretty effective. One B-24 could be seen blowing up in mid air. Another one 

close to us had an engine knocked out & also saw a B-17 with 3 motors below us 

separated from his group. Fighter support was good …This particular B-17 shot out a 

green flare for fighter support so we had one P-47 & one P-51 below us escorting it back 

to his base. At first, they were heading for our ship & since I could not identify them, I 

trained my guns on them. I would have shot if they came in any closer. Surprised they 

came in as far as they did without tipping their wings for me to identify. We flew back to 

our base & we were 2 hrs late in landing due to heavy fog over the field and we could not 

find a hole.  

Am due to fly in the morning again. Have had very little sleep this past 3 days. I believe 

we will have to repeat the mission. It has a 2 fold purpose for me. It gives me a mission 

n& I am helping my brother Leslie. WE sure sweated it out today. Damn dangerous 

landing with frag. Bombs. We had to replace pins. Smith made a beautiful landing.  

July 25 

5th Mission It was an easy mission as far as physical aspects go—We formed at 9,000, 

flew at 13, 000 and bombed at 12,000 The Jerries expected us today…It was bad enough 

expecting us but bombing at 12,000, their flak  was very accurate and their chances of 

hits were to their advantage. Today was probably my most dangerous mission yet. I was 

praying in my tail turret and now when I think back about it, I realize how lucky I was. 

Weather was better and we could see our target quite well. Over the target we saw heavy 

accurate flak and I mean accurate. As long as one can see the flak, he knows that 

particular flak will not hit him but it was  popping under our wing. I saw one B-24 get a 

direct blow and go up in flames. We saw 2 men bail out, rest of the boys went down. The 



empennage of their ship floated by my tail on fire. Also saw eight enemy pursuit take off 

to encounter us however no ships got near to us.  

I have a clearer conscious now as I know we have given support to our ground troops. I 

could picture my brother down there. We returned to our base, dressed, was interrogated 

and went to chow. Got 4 letters today…wrote the folks; then went to the ship and cleaned 

my gun. 

Am quite tired as I find it hard to sleep when I know I will be awakened to fly; however 

tonight we don’t know for sure whether we will fly or not. I look forward to my next 

leave which will be in a few days.     

 

July 26 

Our mission was scrubbed after I had dressed & check the ship over. It made me mad but 

I believe a lot in fate—that mission may have turned out badly so I don’t feel badly 

anymore.  

 

July 28 

London, heading for a hotel:  On the way, a robot came over, got louder & louder, and 

conked out right overhead. I thought sure as I laid on the ground  that she would come 

real close, but it hit two blocks away—shook the street. People just passed [by] as [if] 

nothing had happened.   

 

 

 


